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1.0 INTRODUCTION

By letter dated January 22,1990 (Ref.1), Public Service Electric & Gas
Company requested an amendment to Facility Operating License No. OPR-70 for the
Salem Generating Station, Unit No. 1. The proposed amendment would

i

revise Salem Unit No.1 Technical Specification (TS) Table 4.3-13, Table
Notation, by adding clarification statements that would permit surveillances to i

be conducted according to the actual design of the 1-R12A and 1-R16 radiation
monitor systems
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The proposed amendment would change the TSs by adding clarifying statements to
.

the Surveillance Requirements specified in Table 4.3-13, Table Notation, of
Technical Specification 3.3.3.9. These changes consist of adding statements
to Table 4.3.13, Table Notation, as follows: item (1) 3. "(Indication on the
instrument drawer in Control Equipment Room only for 1-R12A)"; item (2) 3.
"(Indication on the instrument drawer in Control Equipment Room only for
1-R16)"; and item (2) 4. "( Applicable to 1-R16 only)". The clarifying statements
change the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST response requirements associated with ;

radiation monitors 1-R12A and 1-R16 to match their actual design.

The 1-R12A (Containment Radioactive Noble Gas Monitor) Radiation Monitoring
System (RMS) channel monitors the radioactive noble gas content of the
containment atmosphere via an LFE medel MC12C Geiger-Puller tube (Ref. 2). The
channel is used in the identification of Reactor Coolant System (RCS) leakage !

,

! in conjunction with the containment sump level monitoring system, the ;

containment fan cooler condensate flow rate monitors, and the containment '

L radioactive particulate (1-R11A) radiation monitoring ystem. Containment j
1 atmosphere samples are passed through a filter paper where the air flow

continuously moves past the 1-R11A detector (Ref. 2). The air sample then
passes through a charcoal cartridge (monitored by the 1-R12B monitor) and is,

I then mixed into a fixed shielded volume where it is viewed by the 1-R12A
moniter. The air sample is then returned to the containment.
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Salem Unit 1 Amendment No. 79 approved the use of 1-R12A as an additional Noble
Gas Activity Monitor uncer the CONTAINMENT PURGE AND PRESSURE - VACUUM RELIEF
(CP/P-YR) section of Tables 3.3-13 and 4.3-13. Although radiation monitor
1-R12A alresoy has Surveillance Requirements specified in Technical
Specification 3.3.3.1, Table 4.3-3, these requirements were added to the
Surveillence Requirements of Table 4.3-13. This change was made in order to
ensure a channel check was performed prior to each release through its
associated pathway and to ensure that the alarm / trip setpoint of the 1-R12A,
when functioning as an effluent monitor, was esteb11shed per Technical
Specification 3.3.3.9 requirements.

Radiation monitor 1-R12A serves as an alternate monitor to radiation monitor
1-R41C (Plant Vent Radiation Noble Gas monitor) during CP/P-VR operations. The
1-R41C corroborates the 1-R12A channel indications whan the CP/P-VR valves are
open and has the capability of automatic isolation 01 the CP/P-VR System (as
well as the closure of the WG41 valve, " Gas Decay Tank Vent Control Valve")
(Ref. 2). When the 1-R12A monitor serves as an alternate to 1-R410, an alarm
signal from the 1-R12A channel wil' ause the automatic isolation of CP/P-VR
System. However, the system is det.,,1ed such that a downscale failure of
radiation monitor 1-R12A will not signal an alarm in the control room (Ref.
1). 1-R12A failure indication is provided enly on the instrument drawer.
Similar to radiation monitor 1-R410, a downscale failure on radiation monitor
1-R12A will not actuate automatic termination of the release path.

The 1-R12A Radiation Monitor will still be functiona!1y tested to assure that
it is OPERABLE per design and according to the Technical Specifications, the
proposed change does not change the requirements to maintain the 1-R12A
Radiation Monitor OPERABLE in accordance with the associated Limiting
Condition for Operation. The additional statement clarifies the method of
verifying the performance of the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST and does not affect
the capability of the 1-R12A instrumentation to isolate the release path on the
appropriate high radiation signal. Based on the above discussion, the staff
has determined that the additional statement to the Table 4.3-13 TableI

! Notation, item (1) 3. of Technical Specification 3.3.3.9 is acceptable.

Radiation monitor 1-R16 functions as a redundant monitor to 1-R41C when the,

| PlantVentHeaderSystem(PVHS)isinoperation. The proposed clarifying
statements for Table Notation items (2) 3. and 4, were inadvertently removed
during issuance of license Amendment No. 79. The statements were restored to
the Salem Unit 1 TSs by a staff correction letter dated March 12, 1990.

| In addition, the staff, with the consent of the licensee, made en
administrative change to the revised technical specification page. The
radiation monitor designated 1R16 in item (2)3. was changed to 1-R16,

3.0 ENVI_RONMENTAL CONSIDERATION

The amendment involves a change to a requirement with respect to the
installation or use of a facility component located within the restricted area
as defined in 10 CFR Part 20 and changes to the surveillance requirements.
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The staff has determined that the amendment involves no significant increase
3in the amounts, and no significant change in the type, of any effluents that i

may be released offsite and that there is no significant increase in
|individual or cumulative occupational radiation exposure. The Commission has

previouily issued a proposed finding that the amendment involves no j

signifirent hazards consideration and there has been no public coment on such
finding. Accordingly, the amendment meets the eligibility criteria for
categori:a1 exclusion set forth in 10 CFR Part 51.E2(c)(9). Pursuant to 10 !CFR 51.2P(b), no environmental impact statement or environmental essessment
need be prepared in connection with issuance of the amendment.

,

4.0 CONCLUSION

The Commission rade a proposed determination that the amendment involves no
significant hazards consideration which was published in the Federal _ Register
(55 FR 8236) on March 7,1990 and consulted with the State ofTew Jersey. No
public comments were received and the State of New Jersey did not have any
coments.

;

The staff has concluded, based on the considerations discussed above, that:
(1) there is reasonable assurance that the health and safety of the
will not be endangered by operation in the proposed manner, and (2) publicsuch
activities will be conducted in compliance with the Comission's regulations
and the issuance of the amendment will not be inimical to the common defense
and security nor to the health and the safety of the pub ~1ic.
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